Mechanism and kinetics of delta-lysin interaction with phospholipid vesicles.
Delta-lysin is a 26 amino acid, hemolytic peptide toxin secreted by Staphylococcus aureus. It has been reported to form an amphipathic helix upon binding to lipid bilayers and is often cited as a typical example of the barrel-stave model for pore formation in lipid bilayer membranes. However, the exact mechanism by which it lyses cells and the physical basis of its target specificity are still unknown. Moreover, the evidence for delta-lysin insertion and pore formation in the membrane stems largely from theoretical modeling of the toxin and lacks experimental confirmation. We investigated binding and insertion of delta-lysin into phospholipid bilayer vesicles. The kinetics of these processes were studied by stopped-flow fluorescence with two types of experiments: (a) carboxyfluorescein release from the vesicles upon peptide-vesicle interaction, with concomitant relief of dye self-quenching; (b) fluorescence energy transfer from the intrinsic tryptophan of the peptide to a membrane-bound lipid probe. We formulated a detailed kinetic mechanism with explicit molecular rate constants for peptide binding, association, and insertion, obtaining a quantitative description of the experimental results. delta-Lysin insertion is strongly dependent on the peptide-to-lipid ratio, suggesting that association of a critical number of monomers on the membrane is required for activity. However, we found no evidence for a stable membrane-inserted pore. Rather, the peptide appears to cross the membrane rapidly and reversibly and cause release of the lipid vesicle contents in this process.